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Content  learning
outcome

Select and use appropriate vocabulary, figurative and idiomatic 
expressions, linking devices and sentence structures to effectively convey 
meaningful information.

Proof reading activity
Identify the error and write the correction.

QUESTION ERROR CORRECTION
1.Atu’s proficience in Hindi language was commended

2. The principle has a lot of administrative duties to fulfill.

3. The postman had difficulty in reading the address on the
envelope because the handwriting was quite eligible.

4.  After  the  flood the  farmer  realised that  he  should  have
build his house on a hilltop.    
    
5.  A  good  shopper  chooses  nutrition  food  and  is  always
mindful of the health of her family.

6. Some students cannot cope with peer pressures so they go
to the billiard room.

7.Parvati  was delightful  with her  prize for  coming first  in
the Mathematics competition.

8.There are so much disadvantages of smoking. 

9.Smoking increase the tendency of the blood to clot.

10.City life is better then village life

11. Young people should be encouraged to live in villagers.

12.Heavy and continuous rain over a two day period results
in serious flooding in the Rewa river delta.

13.“Our county’s flag look beautiful against the clear blue
sky doesn’t it?” exclaimed Luke.
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14.Our science quiz team leader answered the first question
correctly and this boost the 
 team’s morale.

15.Sefa plans to rise goats when he leaves school.

16.Sareen loves marital arts;  she is an expert at Tai Kwan
Do especially.
17.Even non-smoker's health is affected when they exhale
smoke.
18.On the back was written grandmother's contempt for the
girl which was the first child of her son.

19.Compulsory  testing  for  HIV/AIDS  should  not  be
introduce in Fiji
20.Abandoned infants is a rising problems in Australia.        

21.Advertisements  is  the  most  common  examples  of
persuasive language.
22.Erika  had  to  device  an  instrument  to  measure  light
waves.

23.The sight of the snow falling touched the poet’s sole.

24.Overseas trade must be encouraged if we are to have an
healthy economy.
25.Deafness is a more profound handicap then blindness.


